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Overview of Research & Objectives

A new concert hall is currently being constructed in Nashville, IN. As such, the need exists to assess the potential interest
in this entertainment venue, along with naming options and supporting descriptors among targeted consumers in 
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Louisville. 

Furthermore, this research will aim to uncover the potential tourism and travel implications for Brown County as a result 
of this new concert hall (i.e., will consumers stay overnight in Brown County when visiting this venue or return home). 

Project Background

Determine the potential 
interest in the new 
concert hall among 

consumers in specified, 
regional markets;

Fully assess a range of 
potential naming options, 

as well as descriptor 
messages;

Uncover the anticipated 
behavior among consumers 

when visiting this new 
concert hall and Brown 

County in the future; and

Determine what activities 
might be of interest to 
consumers visiting the 

Brown County area. 

Key research objectives include:
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Research Methodology & Screening Criteria

For this research, the following respondents and criteria were used to recruit for this survey.

ü Quantitative Research Details:

− 620 internet-based surveys were completed.
o Indianapolis à n=207

o Cincinnati à n=205

o Louisville à n=208

− Survey completion took approximately 10-15 minutes.

− Margin of error is 3.9% for the total sample.

ü Key Screening Criteria included:

− Ages: 25+
− Household income of $50k+
− Mix of genders (70% female / 30% male [or best effort])
− Must at least share in the decision making for the household    
− Must at least be interested in attending concerts or in the arts or have attended a concert in the last 18 months 
− Markets for research include: Indianapolis DMA, Greater Cincinnati and Greater Louisville (200 completes/each)
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Respondent Demographics

3%

12%

20%

24%

30%

10%

70+

60 to 69

50 to 59

40 to 49

30 to 39

25 to 29

Age Ranges

28%

72%

Male Female

Gender

36%

26% 27%

7% 4%

$50,001 to
$75,000

$75,001 to
$100,000

$100,001 to
$150,000

$150,001 to
$200,000

More than
$200,000

Income Levels Education Total
GED / High School Grad 10%
Currently in College 1%
Some College 15%
Vocational Training, Tech 6%
Associate’s Degree 12%
Bachelor’s Degree 36%
Master’s Degree 16%
Doctorate Degree 5%

4%

7%

10%

8%

71%

Other

Not Employed

Retired

Part-Time

Full-Time

Employment

91%

2% 5% 4%

Caucasian Hispanic African American Other

Ethnicity
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Executive Summary

Brown County
Quantitative Research
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Net Promoter Score (NPS)

Activities Participated in at BC

• Brown County has a Net Promoter Score 
(NPS) of 40.

•Over half of all respondents (58%) who have 
visited Brown County are willing to 
recommend the area to a friend or colleague.

18%

24% 58%

40

40
Targets: 10% | 30% | 60%

What Comes to Mind About BC

•When asked what comes to mind when 
thinking of Brown County, the most 
common responses were the beautiful 
scenery, variety of shops, the State Park, 
autumn leaves and hiking/camping. 

• Other mentions included the food/ 
restaurants, attractions (historic sites, 
bridges, etc.) and the friendly people.

Executive Summary – Brown County Perceptions
Familiarity and Opinion of Brown County

•Overall, familiarity of Brown County, Indiana is high (67% are at least somewhat 
familiar), especially among those living in the Indianapolis and Louisville regions. 
However, there is room to increase this familiarity by promoting different 
aspects and events in the area. This is especially true for those in Cincinnati, 
where nearly 1 in 4 indicate being very unfamiliar.

•Of those who have recently visited, opinion ratings of the Brown County area are 
high – as nearly 3 in 4 provided a top rating on overall opinion and satisfaction 
with their most recent visit.

• The most common activities participated 
in while visiting Brown County are going 
to restaurants, visiting the park/nature 
center, staying in a hotel/cabin and hiking.

• Other common activities include visiting a 
winery/brewery or going to an art studio/ 
gallery. 

• Nearly 10% of respondents indicated they 
attended a concert or live performance.
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Executive Summary – Entertainment Venue Evaluation

Based on the description of the venue, respondents have a positive reaction, with over 3 in 4 providing a rating of very 

positive or positive. Likelihood to attend an event at this venue was also high, with 65% providing a rating of 6 or 7.

Brown County, Indiana is building a state-of-the-art, 
2001-seat live performance venue that is scheduled 
to open in August 2019.  Nestled on the banks of Salt 
Creek and located less than a mile from the largest 
state park in Indiana, the venue will primarily host 
world-class pop, rock, blues, country, throwback and 
oldies artists.  Fans will not only have an opportunity 
to enjoy a great evening of live music, they’ll also be 
able to visit one of the most scenic areas in the 
Midwest.  Thousands of acres of old growth forests 
make Brown County the perfect place to hike, 
mountain bike, horseback ride, picnic, birdwatch, 
canoe, zip line, golf or enjoy any one of a myriad of 
outdoor activities.  Brown County is a particularly 
desirable destination to visit in the autumn when the 
wooded hills are alive with autumn colors.

Reaction to Description

2% 7% 14% 26% 51%

Not Positive (1 - 3) 4 5 6 Very Positive

40%

25%
16% 11%

3% 2% 2%

Very Likely (7) 6 5 4 3 2 Not Likely (1)

Likelihood to Attend Event

Description of Entertainment Venue
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Executive Summary – Names / Taglines

Winner

Sundown at Salt Creek
Indiana’s Live Music Destination

The most preferred name/tagline is the “Sundown at Salt Creek (Indiana’s Live Music Destination).”  This received nearly 
1 in 3 (30%) top votes. The other 5 names/taglines have fairly even preference with “The Whippoorwill (Where Nature 
Sings) receiving a large percentage of least preferred ratings.

Reasons for Top Ranking

•Most “catchy” name out of them all.
• Provides a good description of where 

the venue is and what it’s for.

• Like how it sounds, easy to say.
• Paints picture of a peaceful setting 

with a beautiful background.

• Like shows at sundown.

• Unique name.

• Dislike other options.

• Least “cheesy” out of the names.
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Executive Summary – Entertainment Preferences and Experiences

Preferred 
Genres

• The most common type of music genre listened to is Rock (classic rock, oldies and contemporary), followed 
by Pop/Top 40 and Country/Western.

•While Rock is the most preferred genre to listen to, Country/Western fans are attending more concerts than 
any genre, including rock. 

Purchasing 
of Concert 

Tickets

• The most common way concertgoers buy tickets is via Ticketmaster. 

• Several also mentioned buying their tickets through the concert venue, either online or onsite. Other 
websites such as LiveNation, StubHub and VividSeats also receive some concert ticket buying traffic.

Distance 
Willing to 

Travel 

• 63% of respondents are willing to travel up to 90 minutes to see a concert or live performance. This means 
that nearly 40% are wiling to travel 1.5 hours or more for a concert.
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Entertainment Preferences and 
Experiences

Brown County
Quantitative Research
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Music Genre Preferences and Concerts Attended

Q1. What types of music would you say you listen to and enjoy? Q2. Of the types of music that you listen to and enjoy, for which have you attended a concert or live performance?

The most common type of music genre listened to is Rock (classic rock, oldies and contemporary), followed by Pop/Top 40 
and Country/Western. While Rock concerts show high attendance rates, nearly 8 in 10 of those who listen to 
Country/Western have attended a concert. 

63% 60%
55%

49%
44%

33% 31% 28%
23% 21% 19% 18%

10% 8% 6%

37%
32% 30%

39%

25%

17% 16% 17%
14%

9% 8% 9%
3% 4% 5%
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Genre Preference AND Concerts Attended

Listen to Genre

Attended a Concert

(% Selected)

• Alternative
• Bluegrass
• Broadway/Theater
• Electronic
• Heavy Metal

79% selected a type of 
“Rock” as a genre listened to. 

While Country is lower on overall 
preference, the percent that have 
attended a concert is the highest.
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Purchasing of Tickets

Q5. Thinking of the last concert or live performance you attended, how did you purchase your tickets?

The most common way concertgoers buy tickets is via Ticketmaster. Several (nearly 1 in 3) buy their tickets through 
the concert venue, either online or onsite. Other websites such as LiveNation, StubHub and VividSeats also receive 
some concert traffic.

36%

19%
13%

9% 8%
5%

1%
6%

3%

Ticketmaster Venue's Online
Ticket Office

Friend/Family Onsite at venue
Ticket Office

Live Nation StubHub Vivid Seats Other Don't Know

Genre Preference AND Concerts Attended
(% Selected)

• Free
• Craigslist
• Groupon
• Season Tickets
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Distance Willing to Travel for Concert

Q6. In general, how long are you willing to drive to see a concert or live performance?

63% of respondents are willing to travel up to 90 minutes to see a concert or live performance, which means that 
nearly 40% are willing to travel 1.5 hours or more for a concert. 

11%
30 Minutes or Less

27%
31 Minutes to 60 Minutes

25%
61 Minutes to 90 Minutes

16%
91 Minutes to 120 Minutes

19%
More than 120 Minutes

*2% are Not Sure

Most are willing to travel up 
to 90 minutes for a concert.
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Satisfaction with Event and Venue – By Totals

Q7. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with the event?  Q8. Overall, how satisfied were you with the experience at the venue?

Overall, respondents have high satisfaction with both the venue and the artists they have seen most recently. 
Very few provided low satisfaction ratings.

1%

3%

3%

4%

8%

12%

16%

26%

72%

55%

Overall Satisfaction (w/ Artist)

Overall Satisfaction (w/ Venue)

- Levels of Satisfaction -

Not Satisfied (1 - 3) 4 5 6 Very Satisfied (7)

Top 2 Box %

81%

88%
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Satisfaction with Venue – By Venue

Q7. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with the event?  Q8. Overall, how satisfied were you with the experience at the venue?

In general, satisfaction is high across all venues; however, some venues are providing a better experience than others. 
Music Hall in Cincinnati, KFC YUM Center, Old National/Murat Theater in Indianapolis, Bankers Life Fieldhouse in 
Indianapolis and Bogarts in Cincinnati were mentioned as the top venues visited.

Satisfaction w/ 
Venue Ratings Total

KFC Yum 
Center
(n=87)

Ruoff Music 
Center
(n=64)

Riverbend 
Music Center

(n=52)

US Bank 
Arena
(n=25)

Bankers life 
Fieldhouse

(n=22)

Old National 
/ Murat

(n=14)

Music Hall
(n=13)

Bogarts
(n=11)

Other
(n=332)

Top 2 Box % 81% 85% 75% 75% 76% 82% 85% 93% 82% 83%

Very Satisfied (7) 55% 61% 55% 46% 40% 64% 64% 85% 64% 54%

6 26% 24% 20% 29% 36% 18% 21% 8% 18% 29%

5 12% 11% 22% 17% 12% 18% 14% 8% 9% 9%

4 4% 2% 0% 8% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6%

3 2% 1% 3% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 9% 1%

2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Not Satisfied (1) 1% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
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How to Improve Concert Experience

Q9. What, if anything at all, would have improved this overall experience for you?

While many indicated there is nothing they would change, the most common complaints were around parking, seating 
and the price of tickets/food/drinks. The hassle of finding a bathroom and entering/exiting the venue were also 
mentioned as points of concern.

“The parking was a mess. The lot was a 
far walk from the venue and leaving took 
almost an hour. It had no flow or design.”

“a

“The seats are too close together and 
aren’t very comfortable to be sitting for 
that long. Would like better seating.”

The most common responses were:

- Improved parking, more efficient.
- Better seating: more space between seats, 

more comfortable seats, better seating for 
handicapped individuals.
-More affordable ticket prices.
- Affordable food and drinks.
- Additional bathrooms/concession stands.
-More efficient/faster way to enter & exit.
- Better acoustics/sound.
- Better drink and food selections.
- Improved security.

“It is ridiculous how expensive concerts 
have gotten. They should be reasonably 
priced so you can go if you want to.”

“The price of food and drinks there is 
insane. People are almost forced to 
sneak their own stuff in.”

“Need a more efficient way to enter and 
exit the venue. It took way too long.”
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“Acoustics in the outdoor venue were a 
little poor. Need better quality.”
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Last Concert Attended

Q3. Who or what band performed at the last concert or live performance you attended?

The top concerts mentioned were country acts, including Luke Bryan, Garth Brooks. However, a wide variety 
of singers, bands and orchestras were mentioned. 

• Luke Bryan

• Garth Brooks

• Taylor Swift

• Bob Seger

• Ed Sheeran

• Elton John

• Maroon 5

• Symphony Orchestra

• Def Leppard

• Jimmy Buffett

• Kid Rock

• Jason Aldean

• Keith Urban

• Five Finger Death 
Punch

• Lil Wayne

• Toby Keith

• Shinedown

• Blake Shelton

• Dave Matthews Band

• Billy Joel
• Blue October
• Breaking Benjamin
• Chicago
• Chris Stapleton
• Green Day
• Hank Williams Jr.
• Imagine Dragons
• Journey
• Kenny Chesney
• Kiss
• Maxwell
• Panic at the Disco
• Weezer
• Zac Brown Band
• Rod Stewart

Top Acts Others Mentioned
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Brown County Awareness and 
Perceptions

Brown County
Quantitative Research
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Familiarity of Brown County

Q11. In general, how familiar are you with Brown County, Indiana?

Familiarity with Brown County is high, especially among those living in the Indianapolis and Louisville regions. 
However, there is room to increase this familiarity by promoting different aspects and events in the Brown County 
area. This is especially true in the Cincinnati area, where nearly 1 in 4 indicate they are very unfamiliar.

14%

9%

10%

41%

26%

Very Unfamiliar

Somewhat Unfamiliar

Neither Familiar / Unfamiliar

Somewhat Familiar

Very Familiar

- Familiarity w/ Brown County, Indiana -

Top 2 Box %

67%

Familiarity Rating Indianapolis
(n=207)

Cincinnati
(n=205)

Louisville
(n=208)

% Familiar 
(very or somewhat) 86% 50% 63%

Very Familiar 39% 12% 25%

Somewhat Familiar 47% 38% 38%

Neither 6% 12% 13%

Somewhat Unfamiliar 2% 15% 11%

Very Unfamiliar 5% 22% 14%
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Perceptions of Brown County

Q12. When you think of Brown County, Indiana, off the top of your head, what are the first things that come to mind?

When asked what first comes to mind when thinking of Brown County, Indiana, the most common 
responses were nature, shopping, the State Park, autumn leaves and hiking/camping. 

The most common responses were:

- Nature/beautiful landscape.
- Shops/shopping/antiques.

- Brown County State Park.
- Fall/autumn leaves.
- Restaurants.
- Arts and crafts.
- Hiking.

- Camping/cabins.
- Bed and breakfast.
- Bridges.
-Music/country music.
- Abe Martin Lodge.
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Most Recent Visit of Brown County

Q13. When was the last time, if ever, that you, yourself, visited Brown County, Indiana? Q14. Reasons why you have never visited Brown County, Indiana?

14%

8%

17%
21%

28%
31%

10%

22% 22%

10%

4% 5%

12%

21%

39%

7%
10%

16%
20%

35%

Last 6 Months 6 but less than 12 months ago 1 to 2 years ago over 2 years ago Have Never Visited

- Most Recent Visit -
Total Indianapolis Cincinnati Louisville

Those in the Indianapolis area are 
visiting much more frequently 

• No interest.
• Don’t know anything about it.
• Didn’t know it existed.
• Too far.
• Just haven’t been yet.

Reasons not visited

The majority have visited Brown County within the past two years.  Those in the Indianapolis area are visiting much 
more frequently than those from other areas. Of those who have not yet visited, the main reasons are no interest in 
general, the need for more information or the distance needed to travel.
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Opinion and Satisfaction with Brown County

Q15. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with Brown County?  Q16. Overall, how satisfied were you with the experience at Brown County?

Overall opinion ratings and satisfaction ratings with their last visit to Brown County are high, with very few 
providing a low rating. Nearly half indicated they are extremely satisfied with their most recent visit. 

2%

3%

6%

6%

21%

23%

27%

26%

45%

41%

Satisfaction w/ Most Recent Visit

Overall Opinion

- Ratings of Brown County, Indiana -

Not Satisfied (1 - 3) 4 5 6 Very Satisfied (7)

Top 2 Box %

67%

71%
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Reasons for Satisfaction Rating of Brown County

Q17. Please tell us why you feel that way?

Reasons for High Ratings Reasons for Low Ratings

• Beautiful scenery, great outdoors experience.

• Variety of shops, arts and crafts.

• Great food/restaurants.

• Enjoyed hiking, camping, family time.
• Attractions – historic sites, bridges, etc.

• Friendly, fun people.

• Enjoyed both downtown area and State park.

• Enjoyed cabins/bed and breakfasts.

• Overcrowded.

• Overpriced, expensive.

• Limited activities, not much to do.

• Limited selection of restaurants.
• Accommodations are old, rustic. Limited 

new hotels or places to stay.

• Declining shopping.

• Shops close too early.

• Poor weather.

“The small downtown area gets very congested and overall the prices 
are a joke. Very expensive for average crafts.”
“Shopping is not what it used to be there.”
“There aren’t a whole lot of choices for food.”
“It was very crowded, it was difficult to find parking and lines in 
restaurants were very long.”
“Needs a wider variety of entertainment.”

“Beautiful small town. Lots of places to eat and shop.”
“Got to shop, see beautiful country sights and enjoyed great food/drink.”
“The staff at all locations and the locals were super friendly.”
“I had a wonderful time - shopped in the stores in Nashville and was 
able to see the beautiful fall foliage.”
“We went camping in the state park and we just love it there. There is a 
lot to do in Brown County.”

Those who enjoy their visits to Brown County go for the beautiful scenery, variety of shops, restaurants and 
attractions. Those who had a negative experience mentioned overcrowding, high prices and limited activities 
as the main detractors of their visit.
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Explanation of Net Promoter Score (NPS)

§ The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is based on Fred Reichheld’s book “The Ultimate Question.” The question is “Would you recommend this 
company/product/service to a friend?” The NPS rating is an index ranging from -100 to 100. It is used as a proxy for gauging the customer's 
overall satisfaction with a company's product or service and the customer's loyalty to the brand. 

§ The rating scale is 1 to 10. Customers who give you a 6 or below are Detractors, a score of 7 or 8 are called Passives, and a 9 or 10 are 
Promoters. To calculate your Net Promoter Score, detract the percentage of Detractors from the percentage of Promoters.

Company or Organization Net Promoter 
Score (NPS)

Tesla 96

USAA 75

Disney 50

3M 46

BMW 40

Ford Motor Company 25

Adobe 25

Toyota USA 4

Abundant Life Baptist Church 4

Net Promoter Score
Assessment

According to Reichheld, the average American
company scores below +10 on the NPS, while the 

highest scores range from +50 to +80.
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Likelihood to Recommend Brown County – Net Promoter Score (NPS)

Q18. To what extent would you be willing to recommend Brown County to a friend or colleague?

Detractors
(18%) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 106

Passives
(24%) 

Promoters
(58%)

Net Promoter Score (NPS) 40%*

2% 0% 1% 1% 2% 5% 7% 9% 15% 16% 42%

NPS score is calculated by taking the Promoters (9 or 10) minus the Detractors (0-6).

Brown County’s NPS is 40. Over half of all respondents who have visited Brown County are willing to promote the area to 
a friend or colleague. A fast way to improve this score is by turning those with ‘Detractor’ scores into Passives or 
Promoters by reaching out to customers who had a negative experience and fixing common problems. 
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Activities Participated – Brown County

Q19. What sort of activities did you participate in? Q20. Of these activities, which, if any, would compel you to visit again?

The most common activities participated in while in Brown County are going to restaurants, visiting the park/ 
nature center, staying in a hotel/cabin, hiking, visiting a winery/brewery or going to an art studio/gallery.  

62%

46%
39%

34%
29%

22%

10%
7% 5% 3% 2% 2%

29%
22%

18%
16%

13%
8%

5%
3% 2% 1% 1%

0%
Restaurants Park or nature

center
Hotel, cabin,
B&B or Inn

Hiking Winery,
brewery or

distillery

Art studio or
gallery

Concert or live
performance

Horseback
riding

Road biking Mountain
biking

Zip lining Organized
county tour

Activities Participated in and Compel to Visit Again

Participated in
Compel to Visit Again

(% Selected)
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Reaction to Venue Description

Q21. Based on what you’ve just read, what is your initial reaction to this entertainment venue?

Brown County, Indiana is building a state-
of-the-art, 2001-seat live performance 
venue that is scheduled to open in August 
2019.  Nestled on the banks of Salt Creek 
and located less than a mile from the 
largest state park in Indiana, the venue 
will primarily host world-class pop, rock, 
blues, country, throwback and oldies 
artists.  Fans will not only have an 
opportunity to enjoy a great evening of 
live music, they’ll also be able to visit one 
of the most scenic areas in the Midwest.  
Thousands of acres of old growth forests 
make Brown County the perfect place to 
hike, mountain bike, horseback ride, 
picnic, birdwatch, canoe, zip line, golf or 
enjoy any one of a myriad of outdoor 
activities.  Brown County is a particularly 
desirable destination to visit in the 
autumn when the wooded hills are alive 
with autumn colors.

Description of Entertainment Venue

2% 7% 14% 26% 51%

Not Positive (1 - 3) 4 5 6 Very Positive

Reaction to Description

Reasons for Positive Ratings Reasons for Negative Ratings

• Venue will be beautiful, fun place to see 
concerts.
• Excited about outdoor venue in area.
• Another activity to do in area.

• Have attended concerts in area before.
• Enjoy live music.

• Can make an entire weekend out of it.

• Don’t think they can get “world-class” 
artists to play at venue.

• Prefer to keep area about nature, not 
bring loud music.

• Too remote of a location.

• Need more information.

• Worried about finding places to stay.

Based on the description of the venue, respondents have a positive reaction with over 3 in 4 providing a rating of 6 or 7. 
Those with negative opinions don’t think they can get world-class acts or want to keep the area dedicated to nature.
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Likelihood to Attend Event at Entertainment Venue Described

Q23. Based on this description, how likely might you be to attend an event at this entertainment venue? 

40%

25%

16%
11%

3% 2% 2%

Very Likely (7) 6 5 4 3 2 Not Likely (1)

- Likelihood to Attend Event -
65%

Top 2 Box %

Very few indicate they are not likely to 
attend an event based on the description 

of the entertainment venue described.

Based on the description of the venue, respondents indicate they are very likely to attend an event here. 

Over 3 in 4 provided a very likely rating and very few provided a low rating.
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Overnight Accommodations

Q25. If you were considering a performance at this venue, how might you approach the need for overnight accommodations? Q26. Why do you feel that way?

70%

I would be likely to 
consider staying overnight 
either before or after the 

event in Brown County

14%

I would most likely 
drive back home and 
not stay overnight.

10%

I would be likely to consider 
staying overnight either 
before or after the event 
somewhere OTHER than 

Brown County

6%

I don’t know / 
not sure

When going to an event at this venue, most would likely consider staying overnight in Brown County either before 
or after the event. Some mention they would drive home after the event or stay outside of Brown County.  

- Overnight Considerations After Events -
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Venue Name / Tagline 
Evaluation

Brown County
Quantitative Research
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Ranking of Names/Taglines

Q30. Which one do you most prefer? Q32. Which one do you least prefer?

The most preferred name/tagline is the “Sundown at Salt Creek (Indiana’s Live Music Destination).”  This received 
nearly 1 in 3 top votes. The other 5 names/taglines have fairly even preference with “The Whippoorwill” receiving a 
large percentage of least preferred ratings.

46%

15%

14%

7%

9%

9%

12%

13%

11%

15%

18%

30%

- Ranking of Names/Taglines -
% Most Preferred % Least Preferred

Sundown at Salt Creek
Indiana’s Live Music Destination

The Brown County Soundstage
Music Is Our Nature

Maple Leaf Music Center
Music Comes Naturally

The Salt Creek Soundstage
The Hills Are Alive in Brown County

Maple Leaf Performing Arts Center
Brown County’s Premier Live Music Venue

The Whippoorwill
Where Nature Sings
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Reasons for Top Ranking Preference

Q31. Why is this name/tagline the most preferred? Q33. Why is this name/tagline the least preferred?

Sundown at Salt Creek
Indiana’s Live Music Destination

Top Ranked Name/Tagline Reasons for Top Ranking

•Most “catchy” name out of them all.

• Provides a good description of where 
the venue is and what it’s for.

• Like how it sounds, easy to say.

• Paints picture of a peaceful setting 
with a beautiful background.

• Like shows at sundown.

• Unique name.

• Dislike other options.

• Least “cheesy” out of the names.

“I can imagine being there at sundown for a performance. I like 
the tagline better than the others because it is a more accurate 
description of the venue.”

“Most informative. Tells you where and what it is.”
“Catches my attention more than the others.”

“Gives a connotation of a peaceful setting, beautiful background 
for good music.”

“Doesn't sound cheesy and I like to view concerts at sundown so 
it seems to fit better.”
“I like sundown...things to do all day and a concert at sundown.”

“Unique and makes me think of fun.”

Respondents believe this name/tagline is the most “catchy” name out of all of 
them and it provides a good description of where the venue is and what it is for. 
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Name/Tagline Opinions

Q28. What are your reactions to the different name/tagline options?

Reactions were most positive for the “Sundown at Salt Creek” name and tagline, with over 1 in 3 providing a rating 
of 6 or 7. The name “The Whippoorwill” received the least positive ratings, with all other names/taglines falling 
into a secondary level.

Names / Taglines Top 2 
Box %

Very Positive
(7) Rated 6 Rated 5 Rated 4 Rated 3 Rated 2 Not Positive

(1)

Sundown at Salt Creek
Indiana’s Live Music Destination

37% 18% 19% 21% 18% 13% 6% 5%

The Brown County Soundstage
Music Is Our Nature

28% 14% 14% 25% 20% 13% 8% 7%

Maple Leaf Music Center
Music Comes Naturally

27% 11% 16% 23% 25% 12% 7% 6%

The Salt Creek Soundstage
The Hills Are Alive in Brown County, IN

26% 12% 14% 20% 22% 13% 11% 8%

Maple Leaf Performing Arts Center
Brown County’s Premier Live Music Venue

25% 11% 14% 22% 28% 10% 8% 7%

The Whippoorwill
Where Nature Sings

17% 9% 8% 11% 21% 20% 13% 18%
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Level of Agreement to Names/Taglines

Q29. Now thinking of the following name and tagline, to what extent do you agree or disagree with these statements…

For each name/tagline, respondents were asked how well it captures their attention, how unique/different it is and 
if the name correlates with the tagline. The name/tagline of “Sundown at Salt Creek” received the highest level of 
agreement on all three metrics.

The name and tagline…
Sundown at 
Salt Creek

Indiana’s Live Music 
Destination

The Brown County 
Soundstage

Music Is Our Nature

Maple Leaf 
Music Center

Music Comes Naturally

The Salt Creek 
Soundstage

The Hills Are Alive in 
Brown County, IN

Maple Leaf 
Performing Arts 

Center
Brown County’s Premier 

Live Music Venue

The Whippoorwill
Where Nature Sings

…Captures my attention. 39% 31% 33% 29% 28% 25%

…Unique and different. 40% 30% 33% 32% 26% 32%

…Correlates with the tagline. 36% 35% 35% 28% 34% 29%

- Level of Agreement -
Top 2 Box % (rated 6 or 7)
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